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Abstract—For a systematic erasure code, update
complexity (UC) is defined as the maximum number
of parity blocks needed to be changed when some
information blocks are updated. Locally repairable
codes (LRCs) have been recently proposed and used in
real-world distributed storage systems. In this paper,
update complexity of optimal LRCs is studied and both
lower and upper bounds on UC are established in terms
of length (n), dimension (k), minimum distance (d), and
locality (r) of the code, when (r+1) | n. Furthermore, a
class of optimal LRCs with small UC is proposed. Our
proposed LRCs could be of interest as they improve
UC without sacrificing optimality of the code.
Index Terms—Update complexity, erasure coding,
distributed storage system, locally repairable codes.
I. Introduction
Distributed storage systems (DSSs) are used to store
large-scale data in a secure and reliable way. A DSS
uses a number of storage nodes, called data nodes,
to store data. In such storage systems, data node
failures occur frequently due to several reasons such
as hardware/software problems associated with the
underlying network or data nodes. In order to recover the
lost/erased data, redundancy is required. For example, the
approach of keeping several replicas of data in distinct data
nodes, known as replication, is widely used [1]. The high
storage overhead of the replication method results in a
costly maintenance for DSSs [2].
Recently, systematic erasure codes have been proposed
and used in DSSs to decrease storage overhead. In order
to use an erasure code in a DSS, first, a stripe of data
is split into k information blocks. Then, using an (n, k)
erasure code, n encoded blocks are generated from k
information blocks. The n encoded blocks are then stored
in n different data nodes. Hence, for an (n, k) erasure
code with minimum distance d, where d ≤ n − k + 1,
n− k parity blocks are generated such that k information
blocks can be recovered by any n−d+1 encoded blocks.
Such, systematic linear block erasure codes1 have been
used in real-world cloud storage systems such as Google
File System [3], Microsoft Azure Storage [2], and Facebook
HDFS-RAID [1].
Although erasure codes reduce storage overhead, they
need access to many nodes to recover a missing data block.
1In systematic codes, information blocks can be directly stored and
read with no encoding and decoding processes [1], [2]. This is why,
in DSSs, systematic codes are preferred to the non-systematic ones.
From now on, whenever we say any class of erasure codes we mean
the systematic erasure codes of that class.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Tanner graphs of two optimal (n, k, d, r) = (8, 4, 4, 3) LRCs
with different values of UC. The average UCs associated with Figs.
1a and 1b are u1 = (3×4+1×3)/4 = 3.75 and u1 = (3×3+1×4)/4 =
3.25, respectively.
For example, an (n, k) erasure code with d = n − k +
1, known as maximum distance separable (MDS) codes,
requires k data nodes in order to recover one missing data
block.
Decreasing the number of participating nodes in a
recovery process is crucial as it decreases the costly repair
bandwidth and disk I/O. The maximum number of active
nodes required to recover a failed node, denoted r, is
defined as the locality of a erasure code. Locally repairable
codes (LRCs) are a class of codes that are designed for
small r. The following bound is obtained for minimum
distance of LRCs [4], [5]
d ≤ n− k −
⌈k
r
⌉
+ 2. (1)
LRCs that achieve this bound are called optimal. It is
verified that the bound in (1) is tight if (r + 1) | n [5].
From now on, we assume that (r + 1) | n.
Recently, there have been a lot of studies on LRCs.
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For example, in [6], a tight upper bound on d for LRCs
with nr > d nr+1e is proposed, and LRCs with the largest
possible d with r ≤ √n−1 are designed. In [7], LRCs with
minimum storage regenerating and minimum bandwidth
regenerating are considered. In [8]–[10], LRCs over small
fields are proposed in order to decrease the computational
complexity associated with coding.
For a systematic (n, k, d, r) optimal LRC, there exist
n−k parity blocks constructed from k information blocks.
While some of these n − k parity blocks are constructed
locally from a few blocks to achieve the code locality, some
other parity blocks are constructed globally to achieve
the required minimum distance. In the existing optimal
LRCs, all the information blocks get involved in these
globally constructed parity blocks [11]–[13]. Consequently,
if some information blocks have to be updated, all the
global parity blocks have to be changed resulting in a
costly update process.
Is it possible to generate different optimal (n, k, d, r)
LRCs with different update complexity? If yes, how can
we find optimal LRCs with small update complexity? This
is the central question studied in this paper.
Fig. 1 shows the Tanner graphs of two optimal
(n, k, d, r) = (8, 4, 4, 3) LRCs. In the LRC of Fig. 1a,
all the information blocks are involved in the two parity
blocks g1 and g2. However, in the LRC of Fig. 1b, only
some information blocks are involved in g1 and g2. In this
example, if one information block is updated, the LRC of
Fig. 1b, on average, needs 13% less updates on the parity
blocks.
In this paper, we consider the problem of update
complexity (UC) for systematic optimal LRCs. The
contributions of this paper are two-folds. By taking an
existing definition of update complexity and generalizing
it, we obtain both the upper and lower bounds on UC for
an importance class of LRCs. Furthermore, we design a
class of optimal LRCs whose average UC is close to the
obtained lower bound. Note that this improvement of UC
is achieved without sacrificing other important parameters
of the LRC such as minimum distance (d), rate ( kn ), or
locality (r).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we provide the required preliminaries. In
Section III, we obtain lower and upper bounds on UC. In
Section IV, we introduce our proposed LRC with small
UC and we compare our LRC with other LRCs in terms
of UC. Finally, in Section V, we conclude the paper.
Notations: We show matrices and vectors by capital
bold letters and bold letters, respectively. Fq and ⊗ stand
for a finite field of order q and tensor product, respectively.
Ia and 0b×c represent an identity matrix of size a and a
zero matrix of size b×c, respectively. (·)T and 1a represent
matrix transpose operation and a column vector of ones
with size a, respectively. u represents 1n
∑n
i=1 ui which is
the average of ui’s for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. For an integer n,
[n] = {1, · · · , n}.
II. Preliminaries
A. Definitions
Systematic linear block codes: The generator matrix of
an (n, k) systematic linear block code can be presented as
G = [Ik,P] ∈ Fk×nq , where P ∈ Fk×(n−k)q . Assuming that
x = [x1, x2, ..., xk] ∈ F1×kq and y = [y1, y2, ..., yn] ∈ F1×nq
are the information and encoded vectors, respectively, we
have y = xG. The parity check matrix of the code is
H = [−PT , In−k] ∈ F(n−k)×nq satisfying GHT = 01×(n−k).
Remark 1. In a DSS, in order to store a stripe of data
of size L symbols by an (n, k) systematic linear block
code, first, the stripe is partitioned into k data blocks
each of size l = Lk symbols. Assume that xi,j is i-th
symbol of j-th data block, where i ∈ [l] and j ∈ [k].
Then, xi = [xi,1, · · · , xi,k] ∈ F1×kq . The coded vector
yi = [yi,1, · · · , yi,n] ∈ F1×nq is generated as yi = xiG =
xi[Ik,P]. From which, matrix Y ∈ Fl×nq is constructed
by stacking l encoded vectors yi. Each column of Y is an
encoded block which is stored in a data node. For simplicity,
from now on, we assume that l = 1.
Minimum distance of code (d): The minimum Hamming
distance between any two codewords of an erasure code is
defined as the minimum distance of that code, denoted d.
Any (n, k) erasure code with minimum distance d tolerates
any d− 1 symbol erasures.
Locality: For an (n, k) linear block code, locality of the
i-th encoded block where i ∈ [n], denoted ri, is defined as
the minimum number of other blocks needed to participate
in its recovery process. In other words, in the case that the
i-th block is missing, at least ri other blocks are needed
to reconstruct it. Locality of a code, denoted r, is defined
as the maximum of ri for i ∈ [n], i.e. r = max
i∈[n]
ri.
Tanner/Factor graph: A Tanner graph (Factor graph)
[14], [15] associated with an (n, k) linear block code is a
bipartite graph with n variable nodes on one side (usually
shown by circles) and n− k check nodes on the other side
(usually shown by squares) which represent columns and
rows of the code’s parity check matrix H ∈ F(n−k)×nq ,
respectively. There is an edge between j-th (j ∈ [n])
variable node and i-th (i ∈ [n − k]) check node in the
Tanner graph, if hi,j is non-zero, where hi,j represent the
element of i-th row and j-th column of H.
Information and parity nodes: Consider the Tanner
graph associated with a systematic (n, k) linear block code.
Among all the n variable nodes, k variable nodes are
corresponding with k information blocks. We call these
variable nodes information nodes and represent them by
white circles in the Tanner graph. The remaining n − k
variable nodes are corresponding with n−k parity blocks.
We call these variable nodes parity nodes and represent
them by shaded circles in the Tanner graph (see Fig. 1 as
an example).
Local and mixed groups, local and global check nodes
and parity nodes: In the Tanner graph of an (n, k, d, r)
Figure 2: Construction of an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC. There are n
r+1 local and d− 2−b d−2r+1 c global parity nodes, where r+ 1 is cardinality of each
local group.
LRC, among n − k check nodes, a minimal set of check
nodes, each having at most r + 1 edges that cover all
variable nodes are called local check nodes and constitute
local groups. In other words, a failed variable node can be
reconstructed within its local group. Note that the locality
ri of each variable is the size of its local group minus one.
Check nodes which are not local are called global check
nodes. Furthermore, parity nodes associated with local
check nodes are called local parity nodes; and the rest of
parity nodes associated with global check nodes are called
global parity nodes. Local groups containing global parity
nodes are called mixed groups. For example, in Figs. 1a and
1b, the check nodes that are below the variable nodes are
local check nodes and the rest are global. In this example,
the local group containing the fourth information node is
a mixed group.
B. An Important Class of Optimal LRCs
Non-Overlapped and Uniform optimal LRCs (ν-LRCs):
An important class of LRCs are optimal LRCs where (r+
1) | n. The importance of this class stems from the fact
that when (r + 1) | n the bound in (1) can be achieved
with equality. In fact, such optimal LRCs have been the
focus of studies in [11]–[13], [16]. Hence, we also assume
(r + 1) | n.
Assuming that (r+1) | n, ν-LRCs are a class of optimal
LRCs in which n encoded blocks are partitioned uniformly
into nr+1 non-overlapped local groups, where r + 1 is the
cardinality of each local group. In the structure of ν-LRCs,
local groups are both uniform and non-overlapped, hence
the name. In ν-LRCs, among the total (n−k) check nodes,
there are nr+1 local and n−k− nr+1 global check nodes (see
Fig. 2 as an example).
In the following remark, the exact number of global
check nodes for an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC is computed.
Remark 2. Since ν-LRC are optimal, by (1), the number
of their global check nodes can also be expressed as
n− k − n
r + 1 = d− 2−
⌊d− 2
r + 1
⌋
.
III. Bound On Update Complexity (UC)
In this section, we formally define UC and then for the
class of LRC that we discussed in the previous section, we
find upper and lower bounds on UC.
In [17], update complexity (UC) is defined as the
maximum number of parity blocks needed to be changed
when an information block is updated. By generalizing this
definition, we define UC, as the number of parity blocks
needed to be changed when a set of x, x ∈ [k], information
blocks are updated, and denoted by ux.
In this paper, we study the UC of ν-LRCs and seek
ν-LRCs that have low UC. In the following, we start with
studying a special variable node arrangement for ν-LRCs.
Later, we will show how this arrangement helps us to
establish our bounds.
Fig. 2 shows the general structure of an (n, k, d, r)
ν-LRCs with a special variable node arrangement. Here, n
encoded nodes are partitioned into nr+1 local groups of size
r+1. Each local group has a local parity node, denoted by
li, where i ∈ [ nr+1 ]. Also, each local group except mixed
groups has r information nodes. In general, the number
of mixed groups can be arbitrarily large. However, in the
structure shown in Fig. 2, the number of mixed group is
minimal. This can lead to a small UC. Also, there is at
most one mixed group containing both information and
global parity nodes. We call this group infomixed group2.
As stated in Remark 2, there are d−2−bd−2r+1 c global check
nodes. Hence, the total number of mixed groups, denoted
λ, is
λ =
⌈d− 2− bd−2r+1 c
r
⌉
.
Consequently, the infomixed group, if exists, has d − 2 −
bd−2r+1 c − (λ− 1)r global parity nodes and one local parity
node. Thus, there are r+ 1− (d−2−bd−2r+1 c− (λ−1)r)−1
information nodes in the infomixed group. Observe that
the total number of information nodes is
k = ( n
r + 1 − λ)r + (r − d+ 2 +
⌊d− 2
r + 1
⌋
+ (λ− 1)r).
where the first term is the number of information nodes
in none-mixed groups and the second term is that in
2There is no infomixed group, if r | k.
infomixed group. Now by using the given properties of
ν-LRCs, in the following theorem, we establish both lower
and upper bounds on UC.
Theorem 1. For an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC, UC associated with
changing x information blocks (ux) is bounded as
d− 1 +
⌈x− (rλ− (d− 2− bd−2r+1 c))
r
⌉
≤ ux ≤ d− 1 + θ,
where λ =
⌈
d−2−b d−2r+1 c
r
⌉
, and
θ =
{
x if x ≤ nr+1 − λ
n
r+1 − λ otherwise
.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Update complexity associated with a set of x
information blocks (ux), can vary from one set to another
set, both with cardinality x. Hence, another measure of
the update complexity of a code is needed. We use the
average UC as a metric to evaluate UC of a code. Average
UC of code, denoted ux, is defined as the average number
of parity blocks needed to be changed when any set of x
information blocks, where x ∈ [k], are updated. In this
work, our focus is on u1, which is the average update
complexity when only one information block is changed.
Observe that ux can be enhanced by improving u1. In the
following theorem, both lower and upper bounds on u1 is
computed.
Theorem 2. For an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC, average UC
associated with changing one information block (u1) is
bounded as
(d− 1) +
η
⌊ n
r+1−λ
b d−2r+1 c+1
⌋
k
≤ u1 ≤ d
where λ =
⌈
d−2−b d−2r+1 c
r
⌉
,
η =
{
0 if α(d−2−b d−2r+1 c)
| β or bd−2r+1 c = dd−2r+1 e
α− βbαβ c otherwise
,
α = ((r + 1)(bd−2r+1 c + 1) − (d − 2))(d − 2 − bd−2r+1 c), and
β = r(bd−2r+1 c+ 1).
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
In the following section, we propose a class of ν-LRCs
with small average UC, close or even in some cases equal
to the lower bound on u1.
IV. Our Proposed Optimal LRCs With Small UC
Here, we present our proposed LRCs using their Tanner
graphs. Our proposed LRCs achieve the bound in (1),
i.e. they are optimal. Furthermore, they benefit from
a small u1, close or even equal to the lower bound
obtained in Theorem 2. In other words, in comparison with
the existing optimal LRCs, our proposed LRCs require
accessing and changing a smaller number of parity blocks
in the case of information block updates.
A. Construction of Our Proposed Optimal LRCs
In order to construct our proposed LRCs, first, n
variable nodes are partitioned into nr+1 local groups each
containing r + 1 variable nodes. Hence, there are nr+1
local check nodes associated with nr+1 local groups, where
each local group constructs one local parity block. The
remaining n − k − ( nr+1 ) = d − 2 − bd−2r+1 c check nodes
construct d − 2 − bd−2r+1 c global parity blocks which are
placed in the mixed groups (Fig. 2).
By Theorem 1, we have
d− 1 ≤ u1 ≤ d.
This implies that updating an information block requires
updating either d − 1 or d parity blocks. Therefore,
to minimize u1, we have to find tanner graphs with
minimum number of information nodes whose update
requires changing d parity nodes. While constructing such
tanner graphs, we have to ensure the minimum distance
constraint is satisfied, and for that we use the following
theorem from [19].
Theorem 3. [19] There is an erasure code with minimum
distance d associated to Tanner graph T iff every γ check
nodes of T cover γ + k variable nodes, where γ ∈ [n− k−
d+ 2, n− k].
By Theorem 3, a necessary condition to guarantee the
minimum distance d for our proposed LRCs is that any
collection of n − k − d + 2 check nodes consisting of
n− k − d+ 1 local check nodes and a single global check
node must cover at least n − (d − 2) variable nodes. The
number of local groups outside the selected collection is
n
r+1−(n−k−d+1) = bd−2r+1 c+1. To satisfy this condition,
the single global check node in any such collections must
be connected to all the variable nodes of the local groups
outside the collection with at most d − 2 exceptions. In
other words, at least (r+ 1)(bd−2r+1 c+ 1)− (d− 2) variable
nodes of any set of bd−2r+1 c + 1 local groups have to be
connected to each of the d−2−bd−2r+1 c global check nodes.
Considering this, our proposed LRCs can be constructed
using Algorithm 1 presented in the next page. Note that by
choosing coefficients of parity check matrix associated with
the obtained Tanner graph randomly from a sufficiently
large Galois field, the LRC can be generated.
B. Properties and Evaluation of Our Proposed Optimal
LRCs
In the following, we verify some important properties of
our proposed LRCs generated by Algorithm 1.
Proposition 4. The proposed optimal (n, k, d, r) LRCs
constructed by Algorithm 1 have minimum distance d.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
Remark 3. Our proposed LRC is optimal since all the
assumptions in the construction of our proposed LRCs are
made based on the satisfaction of bound in (1).
Algorithm 1 Construction of optimal LRCs with small
UC
First, construct local groups based on the structure of a
ν-LRC depicted in Fig. 2 then
• Connect each of the d− 2− bd−2r+1 c global check node to
a distinct global parity node located in the mixed groups.
• Connect all the information nodes of the infomixed
group, if exists, to all the d−2−bd−2r+1 c global check nodes.
then
for i ∈ [d− 2− bd−2r+1 c], do
while There is a set of bd−2r+1 c + 1 local groups out of
all nr+1 local groups, where i-th global check node is not
connected to at least (r+1)(bd−2r+1 c+1)−(d−2) variable
nodes of that set do
Connect the i-th global check node to (r +
1)(bd−2r+1 c + 1) − (d − 2) information nodes of the
selected set.
end
end
if There is an information node in the non-mixed groups
connected to β global check nodes, where β < (d − 2 −
bd−2r+1 c − (λ− bd−2r+1 c)) and λ =
⌈
d−2−b d−2r+1 c
r
⌉
then
connect it to d−2−λ−β global check nodes in order to
have connection with at least d−2−bd−2r+1 c−(λ−bd−2r+1 c)
global check nodes
end
Remark 4. Our proposed optimal LRCs improve the UC
compared to the existing solutions. The construction of our
proposed LRCs ensures that not all information nodes be
involved in global check nodes. In fact, it tries to keep
the number of information nodes involved in any given
global check node small. This means a small number of
global parity blocks need update when information blocks
are updated. This in turn results in codes with average UC
close to the lower bound.
Remark 5. In the case that all information nodes in the
non-mixed groups have the same degree and each of them is
connected to exactly d−2−bd−2r+1 c−(λ−bd−2r+1 c) global check
nodes, the lower bound of single updates (u1 = d − 1) for
all information nodes is achieved. For our proposed optimal
(n, k, d, r) LRC, this is the case when ((r+1)(bd−2r+1 c+1)−
(d− 2)) | β, where β = r(bd−2r+1 c+ 1), is satisfied.
Example 1. Tanner graph of an optimal (n, k, d, r) =
(15, 9, 5, 4) LRC is obtained using the Algorithm 1 (see Fig.
3). In this example, we have
((r + 1)(bd− 2
r + 1 c+ 1)− (d− 2)) = 2 | β = 4.
Hence, Remark 5 is satisfied and all the information nodes
are connected to d− 1 = 4 parity nodes.
In order to evaluate UC of our proposed coding scheme,
we compare our proposed (n, k, d, r) = (15, 9, 5, 4) optimal
Figure 3: Tanner graph of an (n, k, d, r) = (15, 9, 5, 4) optimal LRC.
In this figure, the global check nodes are connected to variable nodes
based on our proposed method.
Figure 4: Tanner graph of an (n, k, d, r) = (15, 9, 5, 4) optimal LRC.
In this figure, each of the global check node are connected to k+ 1 =
10 variable nodes.
LRC presented in Example 1 with one whose global check
nodes are connected to k + 1 variable nodes, which is the
common approach in designing optimal LRCs (please see
Fig. 4).
The average UC associated with each LRC is computed
when 1 and 2 information nodes update. In the following
equations, we denote the average UC of our proposed
LRC and that of other LRC by uxLRC1 and uxLRC2 ,
respectively. For u1, we have
4 ≤ u1 ≤ 5,
u1
LRC1 = 9(d− 1)9 = d− 1 = 4, and
u1
LRC2 = (d− 1) + 8d9 = d− 0.11 = 4.89.
Similarly, for u2, we have
5 ≤ u2 ≤ 6,
u2
LRC1 = (26× 5 + 10× 6)/
(
9
2
)
= 5.27, and
u2
LRC2 = (20× 5 + 16× 6)/
(
9
2
)
= 5.44.
Hence, our proposed optimal LRC suggests UC close to
the lower bound obtained in Theorem 1. In this case, our
proposed optimal LRC improves the UC by 18.2% and
Figure 5: Comparison between the average UC of our proposed LRCs
and other LRCs for two different code rate and code locality.
3.1% for u1 and u2, respectively. Comparing with other
approaches of designing optimal LRCs, this improvement
is obtained without sacrificing other important properties
of LRCs.
In Fig. 5, we compare the general approach of LRCs and
our proposed optimal LRCs in terms of two different code
rates and code localities.
V. Conclusion
The class of locally repairable codes (LRCs) is an
important class of erasure codes to store data efficiently in
distributed storage systems. In this paper, we established
bounds on the update complexity (UC) of an important
class of LRCs. Furthermore, we proposed a class of LRCs
with small UC. Considering the recent usage of LRCs
in practice, e.g. in Facebook HDFS-RAID and Windows
Azure Storage, our proposed LRCs could also be of interest
from a practical point of view.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1
Here, we prove Theorem 1. First, we state a lemma to
find the minimum parity nodes required to be connected
to each information node.
Lemma 5. In the Tanner graph associated with an
(n, k, d, r) ν-LRC shown in Fig. 2, any information node
of non-infomixed and infomixed groups is linked to at least
d− 1 and exactly d− 1 parity nodes, respectively.
Proof: The generator matrix associated with the
ν-LRC related to Fig. 2 is
G = [Ik,P] ∈ Fk×nq ,
where P = [P1,P2] ∈ Fk×(n−k)q is the parity matrix
generator. Matrix P1 ∈ Fk×(
n
r+1−λ)
q , which generates the
local parity nodes of the first nr+1 −λ local groups, can be
presented as
P1 =
[
I n
r+1−λ ⊗ 1r
0(r−d+2+b d−2r+1 c+(λ−1)r)×( nr+1−λ)
]
∈ Fk×(
n
r+1−λ)
q .
As well, matrix P2 ∈ Fk×(d−2−b
d−2
r+1 c+λ)
q generates the local
parity nodes of the λ mixed groups, and the global parity
nodes. Observe that the i-th row of P1 has one non-zero
element for i ∈ [k − (rλ − d + 2 + bd−2r+1 c)] and the last
rλ − d + 2 + bd−2r+1 c rows of P1 are all zero. In order to
satisfy the minimum distance constraint, each row of G
must have at least d non-zero elements. Considering the
first k− (rλ− d+ 2 + bd−2r+1 c) rows of G, each row has two
nonzero elements from Ik and P1. Thus, each row of P2
must have at least d−2 non-zero elements. In other words,
each row of P2 has at most one zero element. Note that the
last rλ−d+2+bd−2r+1 c rows of P1 have no non-zero elements.
Hence, at least d−1 elements of the last rλ−d+2+bd−2r+1 c
rows of P2 are non-zero. Note that if rλ−d+2+bd−2r+1 c > 0,
i.e. there exists an infomixed group, we have d−2−bd−2r+1 c+
λ = d−1. Thus, P2 has d−1 columns; and all d−1 elements
of the last rλ− d+ 2 + bd−2r+1 c rows of P2 are non-zero.
Proof of Lower bound:
According to Lemma 5, each row of P has at least d−1
non-zero elements. Thus, any information node update
leads to at least d − 1 parity node updates. Regarding
Fig. 2, the last rλ− d+ 2 + bd−2r+1 c information nodes are
involved in the λ local parity nodes and d − 2 − bd−2r+1 c
global parity nodes. Hence, information nodes associated
with the infomixed group require exactly d − 1 parity
node updates which is the minimum required updates.
Now, assume that the number of information nodes to
be updated is less than or equal to the number of
information nodes associated with the infomixed group,
i.e x ≤ rλ − d + 2 + bd−2r+1 c. Then, assuming all the
x information nodes are in the infomixed group, the
lower bound on UC associated with x information node
updates is (d − 1). On the other hand, if the number of
information nodes to be updated exceeds the number of
information nodes associated with the infomixed group, i.e
if x > rλ−d+2+bd−2r+1 c, we assume that rλ−d+2+bd−2r+1 c
information nodes are in the infomixed group and the
remaining x − rλ − d + 2 + bd−2r+1 c information nodes are
in other local groups. Note that if an information node
associated with the first nr+1 − λ local groups is updated,
then its local parity node has to be updated too. Thus, in
this case, the total number of local parity nodes which have
to be updated is
⌈
x−(rλ−d+2+b d−2r+1 c)
r
⌉
and the lower bound
on ux is obtained as ux ≥ d− 1 +
⌈
x−(rλ−d+2+b d−2r+1 c)
r
⌉
.
Proof of Upper bound:
In order to obtain the upper bound on ux, we assume
that x information nodes are located in distinct x local
groups. From Lemma 5, any information node update
requires at least d − 1 parity node updates. Assuming
that x ≤ nr+1 − λ, among all x information node updates,
there exists only one information node update in each local
group. Thus, in this case, the number of local parity node
updates is exactly x. On the other hand, if x > nr+1 − λ,
each of the first nr+1 − λ local groups has exactly one
local parity node update. Hence, the upper bound on ux
is obtained as ux ≤ d− 1 + θ, where θ = x if x ≤ nr+1 − λ
and θ = nr+1 −λ otherwise. Observe that for x > nr+1 −λ,
d− 1 + θ = n− k which is the amount of all parity nodes.
Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 2
Here, we prove Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, we know that
updating an information node requires updating either
d − 1 or d parity nodes. In the following, first, we state
a lemma to find the minimum number of information
nodes connected to d parity nodes in any set of bd−2r+1 c+ 1
non-mixed groups. Then, by using this lemma, we prove
the established lower and upper bounds.
Lemma 6. Within any collection of bd−2r+1 c+ 1 local groups
in an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC shown in Fig. 2, the minimum
number of information nodes except the information nodes
of the infomixed group, denoted η, with UC equal to exactly
d is
η =
{
0 if α(d−2−b d−2r+1 c)
| β or bd−2r+1 c = dd−2r+1 e
α− βbαβ c otherwise
,
where α = ((r + 1)(bd−2r+1 c + 1) − (d − 2))(d − 2 − bd−2r+1 c)
and β = r(bd−2r+1 c+ 1).
Proof: In an (n, k, d, r) ν-LRC, there are d−2−bd−2r+1 c
global check nodes. By Theorem 3, a necessary condition
to guarantee a minimum distance d for our proposed
codes is that any collection of check nodes consisting of
n− k − d+ 1 local check nodes and a single global check
node must cover at least n−(d−2) variable nodes. Hence,
each of the global check nodes have to be connected to
at least (r + 1)(bd−2r+1 c + 1) − (d − 2) information nodes
in any set of bd−2r+1 c + 1 local groups. Consequently, for
every set of bd−2r+1 c + 1 local groups, there exist at least
α = ((r+1)(bd−2r+1 c+1)−(d−2))(d−2−bd−2r+1 c) connections
between the information nodes and the global check nodes.
Also, there exist r information nodes in each local group
but the mixed groups. Thus, in a set of bd−2r+1 c + 1
non-mixed groups, we have β = r(bd−2r+1 c+ 1) information
nodes. Consequently, in a set of bd−2r+1 c + 1 non-mixed
groups, each information node has to be connected to at
least bαβ c global check nodes; hence, for all the information
nodes in this set, we need at least βbαβ c connections to
global check nodes. Therefore, by subtracting βbαβ c from
all the α connections, we obtain the minimum number of
information nodes connected to d parity nodes (η) in a set
of bd−2r+1 c+ 1 non-mixed groups as
η = α− β
⌊α
β
⌋
.
Also, if bd−2r+1 c = dd−2r+1 e, there is no infomixed group; and
all the information nodes are connected to exactly d − 1
parity nodes, and consequently, η = 0. Furthermore, by
Remark 5, if α(d−2−b d−2r+1 c)
= ((r+1)(bd−2r+1 c+1)−(d−2)) | β,
the same as the previous case, all the information nodes are
connected to exactly d−1 parity nodes, and consequently,
η = 0.
By Lemma 6, the minimum total number of information
nodes connected to exactly d parity nodes is equal to
η
⌊ n
r+1−λ
b d−2r+1 c+1
⌋
. Hence, we have
η
⌊ n
r+1−λ
b d−2r+1 c+1
⌋
d+ (k − η
⌊ n
r+1−λ
b d−2r+1 c+1
⌋
)(d− 1)
k
≤ u1 ≤ kd
k
.
Therefore,
(d− 1) +
η
⌊ n
r+1−λ
b d−2r+1 c+1
⌋
k
≤ u1 ≤ d.
Appendix C
Proof of Proposition 4
Here, we prove Proposition 4.For an (n, k) erasure
code with Tanner graph T , if any ϕ variable nodes are
connected to ϕ distinct check nodes, where ϕ ∈ [d − 1],
then any ϕ variable nodes can be recovered using equations
associated with the distinct check nodes. This implies that
the code can recover up to any d−1 failures and therefore,
it has minimum distance d.
In our proposed LRCs, every information nodes is
connected to at least (d−2−bd−2r+1 c−(λ−bd−2r+1 c)+λ)+1 =
d− 1 distinct check nodes, where λ =
⌈
d−2−b d−2r+1 c
r
⌉
. Also,
each of the n− k parity nodes is connected to exactly one
distinct check node. Hence, any d − 1 variable nodes are
connected to at least d − 1 distinct check nodes and our
proposed code has minimum distance d.
